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About Us

EXCITE Committee is a recognized non-profit student organization at the University of Toronto. EXCITE thrives to foster personal and career development for all students and young professionals through inviting influential speakers to share their insights with us. The audience's horizons are broadened by the infinite possibilities.

Our Mission

We firmly believe that “the best way to learn is to learn from the best.” Therefore, by inviting impactful figures from various fields to share their visions and foresights possessed at our age, more students would be inspired and more prepared for the future.
Event Details

**Time:** 2-5 pm, Saturday October 5th, 2019

**Location:** Room 205, Claude T. Bissell Building, University of Toronto

**Address:** 140 St George Street, ON M5S 3G6

**Topic:** “Visions beyond Our Age”

**Audience Demographics:** Around 100 U of T students and young professionals

**Conference Format:** EXCITE×Panel Talk is a 2-hour event, hosting 4 speakers. Each speaker will deliver a 15-minute keynote speech and a 30-minute panel talk session. There will be a networking session after the panel talk.

**Speaker Line-up:**

Vicki Saunders (Founder of SheEO)

Anton Neschadim (CEO of Immunobiochem Corporation)

Mark Dymond (Partner at IBM Global Business Services)

Medhanie Tekeste (CIO of Apotex Inc.)
Past Speakers

2014:
- **Michael Budman**
  Co-founder and CEO of Roots
- **Tim Penner**
  Former President of Procter & Gamble Canada
- **Michael Zahra**
  President & CEO of Drone Delivery Canada, former President of Staples Advantage Canada and Yahoo! Canada

2018:
- **Yves Desjardins-Siciliano**
  President & CEO of Via Rail Canada
- **Laura Ettelman**
  Designer of Toronto Pearson International Airport
- **Jay Godsall**
  CEO of Solar Ship Inc.

2019-March:
- **Gord Nelson**
  CFO of Cineplex Inc.
- **Shelly Martin**
  Former president & CEO of Nestlé Canada
- **Elda Fares**
  Partner and CCO of KPMG Enterprise
Past Event Photos
Other Events

ACE Career Fair
ACE Career Fair aims to bring a wide variety of job opportunities to students to fulfill their career goals.

Companies Participated in ACE2019:
Other Events

UNIC Case Competition

UNIC Case Competition creates a platform for students from various backgrounds to apply their knowledge to real life.

Companies Participated in UNIC:
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ACE Firm Visit

ACE Firm Visit aims to provide students with industrial insights, professional knowledge, and inspirational ideas behind the scenes of different industry-leading players.

Firms Visited:
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Contact Information

Zixuan (Desper) Chen
EXCITE 2020 Co-Chair
zx.chen@mail.utoronto.ca
+1 647 866 5833

Chaoyue (Sylar) Yan
EXCITE 2020 Co-Chair
chaoyue.yan@mail.utoronto.ca
+1 437 989 4180